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It was around midday on the thirteenth of LandawiduR in the large village of
Dance Cove in the kingdom of Agadîr, home to the Eriduii tribe. It was the first
day after the winter darkness and the sun had risen for the time in four weeks.
The May King Fredegard called an emergency meeting, mainly gathering youth
and women, as almost all the older fighting men were away trying to hinder the
advances of the Khemetians to the north. The tribes folk quickly gathered
around in droves. The May King stood forward in front of his people on a raised
platform to facilitate the act of speaking to so many of his people.

‘Tragedy has struck the tribe this morning,’ said Fredegard solemnly, ‘a great
brown bear seems to have gone mad. It has developed, somehow, a taste for
human flesh it would seem, and it has taken away one of our children, who was
playing at the edge of the near the eastern forest. As most of our warriors, our
battle-hardened warriors, are away protecting the village, we need to gather a
group of hunters to go after this beast and bring it back dead so that we can be
secure in the knowledge that our children will be safe to play in and around our
village as they always have done.’

Upon hearing this news, many of the women and young children looked
grieved and saddened by what had happened. After a few moments, a young
man aged twenty-one called Eteocles stepped forward to face Fredegard. He
was well known by all of the tribe as he was the oldest son of one of the most
powerful warriors in the region. He was not short in arrogance and self-
importance, and he took a liking to hounding children whose family were of a
lower status than his own. Eteocles walked up to the May King.

‘I will lead this hunting party, May King,’ said Eteocles.

‘Yes Eteocles, you are one of the most accomplished young warriors in the
tribe,’ said Fredegard, ‘I was hoping that you would volunteer. I will allow you
to name your hunting party. Choose the men you trust and believe will benefit
you the most for this hunt.’

Eteocles looked around at all the tribe members. He motioned to a group of
young men to come to him; there were five in total. Eteocles looked around at
some of the older boys and younger men, taking particular notice of a group of
three, who were stood together. He looked at a young warrior called Âde and
hesitated, not wanting to offend the recent hero of the tribe, but for some reason
he decided not to choose Âde. Eteocles walked back to the May King.



‘These are the men that I shall take with me,’ said he, ‘we will return with the
bear’s hide within a few days at most. If you do not see us within a week, you
will not see us again.’

‘Yes, very well. We shall all pray to the gods that you return safely and that
this beast terrorises us no more.’

The meeting ended abruptly. Most of the village folk went back to their daily
tasks and routines, but there was a lot of murmuring and talk of fear, for most of
the people who had remained in the village were women, youths and children.
The idea of a great bear carrying the children off into the forest was surely a
terrible one to the mothers and young children. Eteocles strode confidently to an
older boy in his late teens named Sigmund, who was stood next to Âde.
Eteocles gave Sigmund a shoulder butt, despite Sigmund’s size, he managed to
knock him a few steps backwards. Sigmund tried his best to resist, but Eteocles
was too strong for him on that particular occasion, catching him off-guard.

‘Watch it, boy’ said Eteocles to Sigmund.

‘Take care of yourselves out there,’ said Sigmund, nodding at Eteocles.

‘Perhaps one day you will be man enough to join the men on a hunt. Today is
not that day.’

‘Somebody has to stay back so they can retrieve your corpses.’

‘Yes, it does sound rather like women’s work,’ said Eteocles smiling before
walking away again.

Sigmund walked over to a mead barrel and took out his mead horn, filling it to
the top. He downed the alcoholic honey drink in one go, trying to drown out and
forget his failed encounter with Eteocles, who in the meantime walked over to
Âde and locked eyes with him - preferring to not physically intimidate him in
the same way as he did with Sigmund.

‘Eteocles, be careful on the hunt,’ said Âde, ‘make sure that you wear some
shoes because you do not want to go barefoot into a chestnut forest. Be prepared
my friend.’

‘Barefoot?’ said Eteocles, scoffing at Âde’s words, ‘is that supposed to be
some kind of joke? Good luck looking after the women and children.’



‘It is my duty’ replied Âde with a smile.

Eteocles walked over to third and youngest of the three friends; a boy named
Elaric.

‘Elaric, well...you can continue to play with your dolls,’ said he, ‘we shall see
you in a few days when we return with the glory and with the skin of the bear. I
might even let you touch its hide.’

Eteocles turned his back on the three young companions and strode over to his
five selected warriors and started laughing and joking with them, occasionally
looking back at the trio of friends. Shortly afterwards, they went to their homes
to collect their weapons and equipment before going to the forest to begin the
hunt of the bear. Sigmund refilled his mead horn and walked over to Elaric,
placing it firmly in his hand.

‘Drink this, my friend,’ said Sigmund encouragingly to Elaric, ‘it helps with
the bitter taste left in your mouth from encounters with lubberworts like
Eteocles.’

‘Sigmund, my oldest friend, I feel ashamed,’ said Elaric, ‘Did you hear that
coward? Speaking of luck when he should be speaking of fate? He thinks it is a
whim of chance that will allow him to succeed and not the will of the gods. His
blasphemous acts and those of the tribes are the reason why this bear has been
sent here.’

Elaric lifted Sigmund’s mead horn high above his long, black, straight hair
and his pale, beardless face. He tried to drain the horn of its contents in the same
manner as his best friend had done, but his sensitive palette was not able to
withstand all of the alcoholic honey drink.

‘Elaric, you are right,’ said Sigmund, ‘Eteocles is not following the paths of
the gods. I’m sure he will die, no doubt an honourable death, but he will die
nonetheless. It is too bad that our tribe does not respect intelligence more.’

Âde walked over to where his two companions were stood. He put his hands
on the side of the mead barrel, ‘You are right,’ spoke he, ‘ignorance...curable,
stupidity...fatal.’

‘Yes, Âde,’ said Elaric, ‘and the fact that he did not take you, a great hero of
this tribe reflects on his stupidity. He sneered at your skills and this only proves



his arrogance. I do not understand how King Fredegard would allow this whelp
to lead a party. Surely this hunt cannot be as important as he spoke.’

‘I think our great leader wishes to train this young man. He wants to make a
leader out of him; I don’t question his judgement, but I do indeed think he needs
to send in the real men to kill the bear.’

‘We are men made for sagas!’ said Sigmund, ‘Eteocles is a man made for
fairy tales,’ he laughed to himself.

Sigmund motioned at Eteocles and his chosen men as their distanced figures
could be seen entering the woods. They were equipped with armour made of
leather, bows, javelins, swords and shield. They all had good equipment - their
fathers were some of the best warriors in the tribe.

‘I once went to see Eteocles’ grandmother when she had an ailment in her
chest. I was helping her with some tasks in the temple,’ said Âde, ‘do you know
what she told me? She told me that he pissed his bed until he was ten!’

‘She would know; he was probably still sleeping in her bed with her,’ said
Sigmund, roaring with laughter.

‘Still suckling at the teet!’ barked Âde.

‘You trifle like children! Should we not prove that we are men worthy of
honour and respect? That we are men who can lead our tribe forwards?’ said
Elaric.

‘A man does not try to prove anything – he just does what is required of him.
You’ll learn this,’ said Âde.

‘I can see some stars in your eyes, Elaric,’ said Sigmund, ‘maybe a little bit of
proving would not be so bad. What do you have in mind?’

‘I have nothing in mind,’ replied Elaric, ‘I merely feel that this was ill-
chosen.’

‘Oh? So what do you suggest, my friend? Should we stop him like children?’
said Âde with a grin, ‘do you want us to lead our own party to go after the bear?
I’m not afraid – I will go.’

‘But should we not follow the mandates of our May King?’ asked Elaric.



‘He did not tell us not to go,’ said Âde, grinning even wider now.

Sigmund picked up his shield and bashed it heavily, ‘I am not afraid, either’;
the shield was large, black and made of plywood and It distinctly looked like a
shield that had received little to no blows upon it. Âde put a hand on Elaric ’s
left shoulder, squeezed it, and nodded at him.

‘What is it?’ he asked him.

‘I have faith in you,’ replied Elaric, ‘I believe you are the future of our tribe.
You have already won a great victory. And if you prove-’

‘Elaric-’

‘If you think we can go out and prove-’

‘Elaric, let me tell you something. Not all madmen are the same. You know of
Mork, you know what happened to him. Mork was a simple fisherman with a
trident in his hand, he threw a net over his chest as if it were an iron vest and
went and fought the Khemetians. There we were, in a stone tower, on a table,
twelve Khemetians surrounded us. I saw him leap up off the table and stab a
man in the face. He took them all on by himself! There I stood, my mouth wide
open, my axe at my side, yet I had no idea what to do. But there stood
Mork...fighting,’ Âde paused for a moment, ‘don’t think I’m great, I’m just
destined to be here with you, that is all.’

‘Your humility shames me. Point me towards danger and I will leap at it, like
an arrow shaft leaving my long yew bow!’

‘Okay, get your things and let’s go.’

‘They’ll sing great songs about us!’ shouted Sigmund.

‘The thing to remember my friend is that death comes to those before she is
naked,’ said Âde.

Elaric looked rather confused by Âde’s last sentiment. It was clear that he
tried to pay attention to his every word and looked up to him in equal measures.
He returned to his family home to fetch his boiled leather armour and rabbit furs
for extra warmth. Âde and Sigmund wore wolf pelts which covered most of
their body apart from their legs. Elaric returned to where Âde and Sigmund
were stood.



‘Âde, I have been thinking about what you said when you told Eteocles to not
go to into a chestnut forest barefooted,’ said Arivd, ‘a large brown bear is
undoubtedly a powerful creature, perhaps there is someone here in the village
who might have seen it and might be able to give us a bit more information
about what happened.’

‘Very good question,’ replied Âde, ‘I heard something about another boy who
was out playing with the boy taken by the bear.’

‘Let us speak to this boy and see what we can find out,’ said Sigmund.

The trio walked over to the house where the boy lived and knocked on the
door. Elaric knocked on the wooden door a few more times for good measure. A
young woman with comely features in her mid-twenties opened the door and
stood at the doorway.

‘May we see your boy please?’ asked Elaric.

‘What do you want to see Vlad for? He has had a very upsetting day,’ said the
young woman.

‘That is what brings us to him - that he may yet help us to cleanse this peril
from our lands. We need to know more about the wrath the gods have sent
against us.’

‘You’re going after the bear?’ said she.

Elaric suddenly appeared intimidated by the woman’s response and looked
over to his friend Âde for guidance.

‘It’s not that news travels fast,’ said Âde, stepping in, ‘we only want to learn
more of what the child went through to be able to comfort him. May we see
Vlad?’

‘Please, come in,’ replied the young woman, clearly taken in by Âde’s
charismatic words.

‘Thank you,’ said Âde.

The trio followed the young woman and entered her home – a modest wooden
cabin with little evidence of great wealth or status. As Âde entered, he ducked
his head so as not to bang it on the top of the wooden doorframe. Vlad was sat
on a small wooden chair next to the fireplace.



‘Vlad my dear, these men want to talk to you about the experience you had
today,’ said the woman, ‘they’re going to try and get your friend.’

Vlad looked up at the three companions, his eyes full of awe. Âde walked
over to him and knelt down.

‘You’re going to save my friend?’ asked the boy.

‘Yes, yes we are,’ said Âde, ‘I’m very sorry you had to see what you saw
today, but you know, this type of harm makes you grow wise, but it doesn’t
profit you anything in this life. Can you tell us precisely what happened?’

‘We were playing in the field. We were playing hide and seek. I was hiding in
the tall grass, close to the trees. Vlad was getting very close and I was getting
nervous because I knew for sure that he was going to find me. And then...then it
just came out of the trees and grabbed him with his mouth like he was doll. He
started to scream and then his voice just stopped...and it ran off back into the
trees carrying Tomi. It was huge...brown...definitely a bear.’

‘What did its eyes look like? Were they wild? Was it foaming at the mouth?’
asked Âde.

‘Yeah, yeah...I think he was. Its eyes were big and black.’

‘Did this bear have upon its fur some kind of etched runes?’ asked Elaric.

Both Âde and Vlad look at Elaric in a very confused manner.

‘Etched runes on its fur?’ replied Vlad, hinting that Elaric might be a little bit
fanatical, ‘no, no, he was just brown...no etched runes or anything like that.’

‘Did the creature have horns or spikes protruding from its body?’ asked
Elaric.

The boy looked at Elaric again to suggest that he was mad, ‘NO! It was just a
bear,’ replied Vlad.

‘Is there anything else we should ask this child, Âde?’ said Elaric.

‘Haven’t you ever seen a bear before?’ asked the boy, puzzled by Elaric’s
questioning.

‘Yes, I have seen common bears,’ replied Elaric, ‘but I am not familiar with
human-eating bears, especially in times when the sun has just reappeared and



when so many of our tribe seem to have forgotten the ways and teachings of our
Gods.’

‘What? Do you think it was an Etten or something?’ asked Vlad to Elaric.

‘The signs are written-’

‘There is no reason to believe that,’ said Âde, ‘there is no reason to fear the
Etten here.’

‘Now Vlad, that’s just silly,’ said Vlad’s mother, ‘grandfather only told you
tales of the Etten at night time to scare you and keep you out of the woods.
There are no Etten near there.’

‘This is the kind of disbelief that could provoke the gods against us! Fear the
Etten, Vlad, for they could come for any one of us!’ said Elaric wildly.

‘I think that’s quite enough now!’ said Vlad’s mother, ‘he’s obviously quite
upset – I think you men should leave.’

Sigmund patted Elaric a few times on the shoulder and the two men left the
house. Elaric grazed his head slightly on the top of the doorframe as he left. Âde
gave Vlad a pat on the shoulder and a warm smile, ‘don’t worry, we’ll find this
bear and kill it. Take care, and take care of your mother, too.’

‘I know you will Âde, you’re a hero!’

‘I just do what is required.’

‘Thank you very much, Âde’ said Vlad’s mother, ‘we all appreciate your
services.  You are welcome in my home anytime. That Elaric friend of yours,
though, is a bit too much – I’d appreciate if you didn’t bring him back here
again. I don’t need people filling Vlad’s head with those stories.’

Âde gave her a genuine smile and inclined his head to one side before making
his way out of the wooden cabin. The three companions stood outside the cabin,
rubbing their hands together to try and regain some of the warmth they had lost
upon stepping outside into the early afternoon cold.

‘Well, now that we are done frightening women and children, should we
begin to hunt this bear?’ said Sigmund laughing to himself.



‘Elaric, what are you doing trying to frighten a child?’ said Âde to Elaric in a
stern tone of voice, ‘he saw his friend being carried off today by a large bear,
and you want to come here and tell him about the Etten? No...that is not the
way.’

‘There are things this child should-’

‘I’ll take my seax out and plant into your chest! You will listen to me. Stop
being a saddle-goose!’

‘I was listening merely to the child himself’ said Elaric, stuttering over his
own words.

‘The only thing I want to hear is silence! Grab your things, we are going to the
forest!’ said Âde, in a commanding tone of voice.

Elaric walked some metres behind Âde, sticking closer to Sigmund after
having been scolded by his hero, Âde. Sigmund gave Elaric a look to suggest he
should not worry and that it was most likely a spur of the moment thing. The
three companions walked towards the east side of the village where the grassy
field stood, separating the village from the woodlands. There were several
spruce trees and a multitude of rock formations, making it the ideal place to
play hide and seek. Âde hoisted his spear over his shoulder and told Elaric that
they would successfully hunt and kill the bear, and that they would drag it back
to the village with his spear if the need arose. They walked over to where the
bear had been and found traces of the men’s foot prints in the snow. It was clear
that the men had been examining the area as well. Sigmund removed some of
the top layer of snow from where he was stood and found patches of dark red
blood which had stained the snow. Upon further inspection, they saw two
different set of tracks; one belonging to the bear going into the forest and the
other which belonged to the men, which led off in a more northerly direction. It
was about two o’clock in the afternoon and it was cold; some degrees below
freezing. Eteocles and his men had entered the forest just over an hour ago and
had a head start.

‘The men went to the north to get downwind of the bear,’ said Sigmund, ‘it
seems the bear only caused some kind of a flesh wound to the boy. There is not
much blood here, though I fear the boy is already dead.’

‘I don’t understand this,’ said Âde, ‘do bears normally take things, run away
with them and then eat them? Do they not eat their prey where they kill it? What



has driven this great bear to do such a thing? I fear it may be an act of revenge
of some sorts.’

‘I believe this child is safe,’ said Elaric, ‘for this bear has been sent to us by
the gods. Normally it would not harm an innocent child, except to strike fear
into us that we may doubt the will of the gods further and incur further wrath.’

‘I would like to enter the forest from where the bear has entered,’ said Âde.

‘Let me suggest another strategy; if we go slightly wayward of the bear’s trail,
it might catch wind of us and come to us before Eteocles and his men reach the
bear,’ said Sigmund, ‘this would give us a chance to kill the bear first,’ his eyes
widened as he spoke the last words.

‘Of course I like this idea, but we should have something waiting for the bear
besides ourselves,’ said Âde.

‘All the honour could be ours,’ said Sigmund.

‘We could use some kind of a trap,’ said Âde, ‘do you have a felling axe?
Perhaps we could chop a tree to fall on the bear.’

‘As we outnumber our foe, we must use our superior mobility against it,’ said
Elaric, ‘however, I agree with Sigmund; if we can lure the bear into where we
can hide, it might speed up the final confrontation.’

‘The only thing it will speed up is us going to our graves,’ said Âde in a cold
tone of voice.

‘You are a big, strong man, Âde – you can take on the bear,’ said Sigmund.

‘Have faith in yourself Âde, for you are a hero! Heroes need fear nothing,’
said Elaric.

‘Personally, I would like to capture the bear to understand why it is acting the
way that it is,’ said Âde, ‘it is not our way to harm a bear unless we really have
to.’

‘Capture the bear?’ exclaimed Sigmund, bursting into a fit of laughter, ‘how
will we capture the bear?’

‘With a pit,’ said Âde, ‘that will be the trap.’

‘The earth is frozen and it is cold, and we have no digging tools,’ said Elaric.



‘We can still get some from the village, surely,’ said Âde.

‘The longer we prepare for this, the more likely those idiots are going to die,’
said Sigmund.

‘Sigmund, does this not remind you of one of those ballads that you often sing
to us in which men dig their own graves?’ said Elaric.

‘Indeed it does,’ replied Sigmund.

‘Yes, but you forget those ballads are about revenge; not the actual capturing
of the bear’ said Âde, laughing to himself.

‘If we let those men die solely because we don’t like them, it is a vengeance
of sorts, perhaps the most cowardly, but still a vengeance,’ said Sigmund.

‘They are men, they can make their own decisions,’ said Âde.

‘I don’t think you believe that,’ said Sigmund to Âde, looking him in the eyes.

‘All right,’ said Âde, ‘let’s go into the forest, we’ll follow this bear and find it.
If we die, we’re honourable? Who cares?’

‘This is a test of our fate,’ said Elaric, ‘we must prove to the gods that not all
of our tribe have abandoned their ways.’

‘I think you should use your common sense,’ said Âde, shaking his head, ‘that
is what the gods would want more than anything.’

‘There is holy writ which says we need not rely on such mean course as our
minds; such is true in songs and poetry,’ said Elaric.

‘Then you live in a fantasy world and have not stepped outside the village
before!’ said Âde, laughing again.

‘Âde, if you do not trust me by your side, why have you brought me here?’
asked Elaric.

‘Here’s the thing; today I will train you or you will die,’ said Âde.

‘I have sworn to come with you and I will, Âde. We shall see after this
venture who has learnt their lessons.’

The three companions entered the forest and followed the bear’s footprints.
They came across occasional droplets of blood in the snow which were close to



the footprints and several trees had been brushed against by the large frame of
the bear in its escape to whence it had come from. Âde and Sigmund walked
side by side, with Elaric several metres behind, his bow in his left hand. Two
ravens flew nearby and landed on a tree to the left of Âde, who responded by
putting his right hand in a pouch and applying a blue wode from the top of this
forehead down to his mid chest section. Sigmund banged his winged spear on
his shields; small fragments of ice fell off it and the two ravens took flight once
more. After an hour of walking, the three companions had not come across the
boy, but the trails of blood were far less frequent than they were at the
beginning of the woods.

‘I don’t think this boy is alive,’ said Sigmund with a heavy sigh.

‘There was never much hope,’ replied Âde, looking up the dark and cloudy
sky.

After an hour more, the three companions stopped walking, for the cold
conditions were beginning to take their toll. They lit a fire with the aid of a
tinderbox and some dry, dead wood, and cooked a dried fish and a piece of meat
which Âde was carrying in his backpack. They rested for some minutes before
continuing again.

‘It seems the smell of the fish and meat did not draw the bear out,’ said Âde.

‘No, I think it already has a meal...’ said Sigmund.

‘We should move on; there’s a little over an hour’s light left, we should try to
find the bear before then,’ said Elaric.

‘Would you rather go back to the village?’ said Âde.

‘I could not stand the embarrassment,’ said Sigmund.

‘I don’t think I could enter back into the village having told the boy I would
find the bear,’ said Âde, ‘I would go back, he would ask if I had killed the bear
and I would say ‘no, maybe tomorrow’’

‘He’s young; a little disappointment is not a bad thing!’ said Sigmund.

‘We should press onwards through the night,’ said Elaric, ‘a night march
could bring us to the state of sleep deprivation in which the gods often reveal
themselves to men.’



‘You are like an elf-born that can see in the dark and track bears in the dark!’
exclaimed Âde, laughing to Sigmund.

‘Do not mock me, Âde. I merely wish that we press on,’ said Elaric.

‘You are guided by the spirits of the noble dead, I had no idea!’

‘We can all be guided by the gods if we but listen and try, and give them our
faith and countenance,’ replied Elaric.

‘I think, above all, the gods want us to be practical,’ said Âde.

Sigmund watched the conversation back and forth, as Âde continued to mock
the younger and more impressionable Elaric about being an elf-born. He
suddenly stopped and picked up his shield, and told the others to stop their
conversation. He asked them if they could hear anything in the distance, but
they both shook their heads. Sigmund heard what seemed like the sound of dogs
barking somewhere in the distance, but concentrating harder he was able to
make out the voices of shouting men.

‘It is the others!’ shouted Sigmund, ‘they are engaging in something.’

Âde leant back, warming his boots on the fire, grinning to himself, ‘so what
do you propose? That we go running off into the darkness?’

‘I say we take a torch and go rescue Eteocles and the others, so that the
damsel that he is, is remembered in songs to come,’ said Sigmund.

‘Elaric, what do you say?’ asked Âde.

‘I say it is better to seek action than to sit here in comfort, for only in trials do
the gods reveal themselves to us,’ said Elaric.

Âde took a bite out of his savoury meat, ‘fine, I’m outvoted. We will go,’ he
finished his food, picked up a torch and put out the campfire which they had
made, ‘let us jog lightly, we cannot simply walk there for it will take us too
long.’

After jogging for fifteen minutes, the trio came to a small, circular area which
was dark as there was hardly snow on the ground, but it was still very wet.
There seemed to be a figure lying on the ground, and as they approached it, the
light from Âde’s torch penetrated the darkness. Âde instructed Elaric to inspect
the figure; he crept forwards, his bow nocked in case of any danger. Elaric



approached the figure, initially thinking it was a mass of small rocks, but it was
much too pale, and upon closer inspection, he could see a lot of dark blood
staining the forest floor. Elaric knelt down, and to his horror he saw the boy’s
head, or what was left of it after the bear had mauled it into an egg shape with
parts of the skull unnaturally pointing outwards. Elaric turned his head around
to Âde, his eyes wide open his jaw dropped in horror, and he looked for some
guidance from the friend he admired so much.

‘Pick up what’s left of the head and put it in your pouch,’ said Âde to Elaric,
who began to hyperventilate whilst looking at Âde and backing off into the
darkness.

‘I will pick up the head and take it back later,’ said Sigmund.

‘Good...Sigmund, good,’ said Âde.

Sigmund stooped down to pick up the boy’s mangled head and placed it into
his backpack where his rations were. Elaric stepped forward, grief clearly set on
his face, ‘the child is dead, t-this b-bear cannot have been sent from the g-gods’
said he, finding it difficult to find his words. Âde put a hand on Elaric’s left
shoulder, ‘relax, my friend. Do not fret. We knew we might find something like
this. Keep your wits about you – we depend on you.’

Shortly afterwards, Âde and Sigmund heard a fainting groaning noise which
came from the woods to the east. Âde looked over to Elaric, who was still in
shock. He walked over to him and handed him his torch as he drew his own axe.

‘Hold this,’ he said to Elaric, ‘the men need to go and hunt. You are the now
the bearer of light, bring this light into the darkness – do not extinguish our
light, for it is our life.’

The trio walked further into the forest in the direction of the singular,
masculine groan. Sigmund looked at Âde and Elaric, grinning like a madman,
‘we can be sure it didn’t come from Eteocles.’

They kept on walking for a short while until Sigmund pointed at a dark figure
lying chest first in the snow. Trails of blood were left behind it indicating that
the man had tried to crawl away, but to no avail. Âde walked over to where the
man lay and out of the corner of his eye he saw someone leaning against a tree;
his head missing from its body and not on the ground. He turned around to face
the others and held up two fingers to indicate that now two of them were dead.



Âde knelt down by the man on the floor, his right hand still firmly gripped
around his sword. He moved his hand to take the sword from the man, but
suddenly the man let out another groan of pain.

‘Tonight you will dine with your forefathers,’ said Âde to the man.

‘Ughh...who are you to steal from a dying man?’ replied the man.

‘My friend, I thought you were dead...’ replied Âde.

The man tried to turn his face towards Âde, but he was in too much pain and
was unable to do so.

‘Âde...it is me, desaval...what are you doing here?’ asked he.

‘I was concerned; I did not trust your leader and I wanted to see you return
safely, but it would seem I am too late,’ said Âde solemnly, ‘what happened
here?’

‘We found the boy’s remains not far from here. We were resting and the
creature attacked. It killed Urko...I attacked it, but it gutted me. Eteocles and the
others gave chase – they probably took me for dead...I won’t be long before
confirming that for them.’

‘Do you wish to meet your gods by yourself or do you want company?’ asked
Âde, ‘I will not leave you in your hour of need.’

‘I’m not going anywhere...except to the gods,’ said Desaval, ‘if you would
honour me, send me on my way quickly.’

Âde picked up the sword, pointed it at the moon and brought it down,
severing Desaval’s head in one clean swoop. The head span on the ice for a few
seconds; crimson blood pouring out, before coming to a rest with Desaval’s
eyes looking up at the moon; the grimace still set on his face due to the pain he
was suffering up until that very moment. Âde stooped down and picked up the
large wooden shield the man was carrying. They ignored the other man, whose
corpse was still leaning against a tree. After a while they noticed some tracks
going off to the north east and decided to follow them, but soon enough that
task was made much harder as it started to snow and the trio found they had to
bend down near to the snow to be able to follow the tracks. It was getting even
darker and colder - they advanced some more before Âde and Sigmund
stumbled across another body. Âde ordered Elaric to shine some light on the



body, and when he did, the three companions could see that the man had had his
throat torn out by the bear. His sword remained by his right side and two of his
javelins in his shoulder quiver. His shield was battered from the lunging claw
swipes of the ferocious bear. The trio continued on further for another hour until
they reached a cave, where there lay two dead men; the two remaining men
from Eteocles’ hunting party. One of the men lay on his back with a broken
hunting bow in his left hand and his neck and ribcage had been brutally mauled
by the bear. The other man had a blooded sword in his hand and there was a
large pool of blood stemming from his right thigh which had been gorged wide
open.

‘Eteocles is not here,’ said Sigmund, ‘he must have followed the bear into the
cave.’

The three companions advanced to the mouth of the cave where large icicles
hung down like daggers from the roof of the entrance. It was getting much
colder outside and surely it was much warmer inside the cave, yet all they could
see was nothing but darkness. A strong wind blew across the mouth of the cave;
Âde stepped inwards slightly believing he could hear something from within.

‘Men, perhaps this bear is inside. I suggest we bury our spears in the ground,
lure the bear into the spears and then try to finish it off with our axes, swords
and arrows. I think we need some kind of preparation. I don’t think we can use
the icicles. What do you say?’

‘Perhaps you are right, Âde. Perhaps we can lure this bear and let it impale
itself on the spears!’ said Elaric.

‘This is the only weapon I have,’ said Sigmund, banging his spear on his
shield, which made an echoing sound going into the cave. Moments later, the
three companions heard a low and guttural growl from within. The whimpering
from the man inside grew louder and some loud shuffling could be heard. The
growl turned into a roar as the man’s whimpers turned into screams of torment.

‘My friend, I think you need to stop banging that shield so often,’ said Âde,
‘the cave is the killing room; we go in there, we die; we stay out here, we may
yet live.’

‘We should bring the bear out here,’ said Sigmund, banging his shield even
louder now, which again echoed throughout the whole cave.



Elaric dropped the torch just outside the mouth of the cave, and as he slowly
backed off, he began to draw an arrow from his quiver. He knelt down twenty
feet from the cave and nocked the arrow – almost expecting the bear to come
running out. Sigmund stood directly in the mouth of the cave, whilst Âde stood
to his left, making sure not to be under any of the potentially dangerous icicles.
After a few moments the torch sizzled out, the cold snow was more than enough
to extinguish the dying flames. Âde looked over to Elaric and told him that he
should have taken better care of the flame. Elaric shrugged back as if to suggest
that he did not think the torch would go out so quickly. The snow was now the
three companion’s source of light; there was an eerie, blue quality to it, and the
sounds from the cave grew louder as they sensed that the bear was rushing out
towards them. Elaric, in his haste and inexperience, let loose his nocked arrow
towards the mouth of the cave, only just missing Sigmund. To make matters
worse, Elaric looked in horror as the string from his bow snapped, rendering it
useless for the remaining fight against the bear. The bear rushed to the cave of
mouth where Sigmund was stood; he aimed his spear at the bear’s left shoulder,
whilst it retaliated by swiping its left claw across Sigmund’s chest, causing him
to bleed steadily and howl in pain. Âde, having seen his friend being attacked
by the bear and knocked by the brute force of its attack, manoeuvred himself to
the rear of the bear and swung at it with his two-handed axe; his hair blowing in
the strong wind and his eyes lit up like two embers. He smiled as the blow was
enough to make the bear roar in pain and it took the strength away from its four
legs, landing next to the bleeding Sigmund. Elaric rushed over to the prone bear
lay and slashed at it a few times in its shoulders and neck with his short seax,
and as the bear tried to get up in act of final defiance, Âde stood over it and
brought his axe down on it, cutting off half of its face as its eyes popped out of
their sockets and sizzled in the freezing snow. Âde immediately dashed over to
Sigmund and knelt down.

‘Stay still, my friend, you’re bleeding quite badly,’ said he, as he looked up to
the skies, took out some bandages from his pouch and began to dress the
wound. Within a minute the bleeding had ceased.

‘Did you see it, Âde? Did you see it hit me?’ said Sigmund, clearly shaken
and stunned by the attack.

‘I have never – ever - seen anyone more heroic in my life. You went head to
head with the bear and withstood the brute force of its attack. You are the true
hero today,’ said Âde.



‘Well, I will not be trying it again,’ said Sigmund, trying to laugh through the
pain.

‘Let’s move into this cave, weather the storm, and build a fire to keep us nice
and warm,’ said Âde who looked over to Elaric, ‘Elaric, i’m so proud of you –
you jumped on the bear like a feral beast, you’ve been invaluable to this cause.’

‘Tell me, Elaric,’ said Âde, ‘would you like the honour of skinning this
beast?’

Elaric looked at the great bear slumped on the ground at the mouth of the cave
and nodded at Âde, ‘yes, we shall bring this pelt with us back to the village and
lay it at the feet of King Fredegard.’

Âde leaned down next to Sigmund, ‘if anyone should get this pelt, it should be
you – you have earned it today,’ said Âde.

‘Bah...let Elaric have it,’ replied Sigmund, ‘I saw him jump on the beast as if
he was wishing for death himself.’

‘This is your choice,’ said Âde, ‘this is a sign of who we are – berserks. If you
want to bestow this honour upon him, it is your choice.’

‘Let Elaric have it, he needs this one,’ said Sigmund.

Elaric had already started carving up the bear and was in the process of
skinning it. Âde walked over to him, ‘make sure you carve it well – the pelt is
for you and you will wear it when we leave today.’

‘Me?’ said Elaric, surprised by what Âde had just told him.

‘Yes. You were amazing,’ said Âde smiling before striking him gently on the
shoulder, ‘the ferocity in your eyes brought courage to my heart.’

‘Brother Âde,’ said Elaric, looking over at his broken bow which had failed
him and his blood stained glove, ‘I think the way of a hunter or an archer is not
for me – I must follow the way of the berserk,’ to which Âde smiled.

‘You will be fine,’ said Âde, ‘you will become a fine warrior one day, even if
it is one which does not use a bow.’

The three companions made their way into the cave and lit a fire for extra
warmth, comfort, and sight. Finally they could breathe a sigh of relief, for they



had done the unthinkable where the others had failed; they had killed the large
brown bear. As soon as the fire was going well, Elaric went outside the cave
and cut off some meat from the bear’s corpse to cook. It was delicious, and they
all agreed it was the best meat they had eaten in a long time. Âde told them that
by eating the meat of the bear they would yolk its strength. After eating, they
drew some runes and pictures on the cave wall with some charcoal, to leave a
message and highlight their triumph of killing the bear. They slept next to the
fire, and indeed they slept well, for both mind and limb were weary of the day’s
toils.

The following morning they awoke feeling refreshed from the previous day.
They extracted the bear’s fangs and claws, along with as many of the heirlooms
which belonged to the dead men that they could muster. It was a cloudy day, not
as cloudy as the day before, but it snowed gently as they made their way back to
Dance Cove. Upon arrival at the village, they looked for the Fredegard and
presented him with what they had taken from the bear.

‘Very good, Âde,’ said the May King, ‘this is the second time you have come
back with a great victory.’

‘It is not my victory,’ replied Âde, ‘if it were not for these men, none of us
would be standing alive now.’

‘Also, unfortunately, it is the second time you have come back with news of
deaths of our tribes people,’ said Fredegard, ‘we will have to send out parties to
recover the bodies of the fallen men and bring them back for a proper burial.’

‘I know – I’m starting to feel like a herald of death,’ said Âde.

‘Do not worry, it is the way with everyone,’ said Fredegard, ‘as we get older,
life gets crueller. No one gets out alive.’

Over the next two days, the three companions returned with groups from the
tribe to bring back the six dead men and give them honourable burials, for they
were considered to have died protecting the tribe. The funerals took place on the
fifteenth of LandawiduR.

‘There is no death for the honourable,’ said Âde after the funeral, ‘only a
change of body. Death smiles at all of us my friends; all we can do is smile
back.’


